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Four Observations
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1) Striking 
Transformations

2) Economic 
Myths

3) Differences in 
the Chinese 
Economic Model

4) Under-
reported Major 
Developments



Striking Transformations in China
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1980s Today

I)  Breakneck pace in urbanization

https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.robertharding.com%2Fwatermark.php%3Ftype%3Dpreview%26im%3DRF%2FRH_RF%2FHORIZONTAL%2F832-387433&imgrefurl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.robertharding.com%2Fpreview%2F832-387433%2Fskyline-pudong-night-shanghai-china-asia%2F&tbnid=gmyJmbIp2xxjwM&vet=12ahUKEwiohN20vLP2AhUEGc0KHeZFB8MQMygsegUIARCbAg..i&docid=0ZVHVl_BMAb4BM&w=1000&h=668&q=pudong%20lightshow&hl=en&ved=2ahUKEwiohN20vLP2AhUEGc0KHeZFB8MQMygsegUIARCbAg


Striking Transformations in China
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1980s Today

II)  Effective infrastructure and logistics network



Striking Transformations in China
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III) Moving up on the manufacturing value chain

III)  Moving up on the manufacturing value chain



Striking Transformations in China
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7. Domestic tourists

3. Digital natives

IV)  Enormous and growing consumer market

4. Eco-shoppers

1. Online seniors

5. Sharing consumers

6. Clustered consumers

2. Single householders



Implications to foreign companies?
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A burgeoning middle class and 
consumer market means

Significant opportunities for 
exporting premium goods to the 
Chinese consumer

Effective infrastructure and logistics 
network means

Opportunities to outsource your 
production, or build your 
manufacturing capability in China



Economic Myths
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I)  Is China’s debt issue getting out of control?



Economic Myths
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II)  Will “Shadow Banking” lead to a financial crisis?



Economic Myths
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III)  Is China tightening market access for foreign businesses?



Economic Myths
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IV)  Has the trade war moved supply chains away from China?



Differences in the Chinese Economic Model
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I. A mix of state planning and 
market economic efficiency 

II. Complex rules, that change 
frequently

III. Your business strategy needs 
to be aligned with the 
government’s vision

IV. Commercial decisions must not 
conflict with social objectives 



Major Developments Under-reported by Mainstream Media
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Dual Circulation
Greater Bay Area 

Development

Regional 
Comprehensive 

Economic Partnership

Common Prosperity



Q & A
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Dual Circulation
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What is China’s Dual Circulation Strategy?

An export and 
investment-
led” economy 

Shift to
A demand and 
innovation-
driven” economy

• Achieve long-term sustainable growth
• Make the economy more resilient to 

external markets 
• Move up the global value chain

Boosting domestic consumption Strengthen strategic chock-point sectors

• 400-million-strong middle class
• Ongoing urbanization program to 

turn millions of migrant workers into 
city dwellers

• Encouraging local producers to meet 
growing domestic demand and 
expand industrial output for both the 
domestic market and exports 

• The technology sector is poised to 
receive the most support to help it 
achieve self-sufficient

• Encourage renewable energy and 
diversify international relations in the 
energy sector

• Diversified overseas food suppliers, 
which should yield opportunities for 
farmers in Europe, Latin America and 
those who are part of the BRI



Greater Bay Area (GBA) Development
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Facts about the Greater Bay Area

(As of 2020)

86 million
in population

US$ 1.7 trillion 
in GDP

US$ 1.1 trillion 
in Exports

• The Greater Bay Area (GBA) is a 
national initiative to create a 
leading hub for innovation and 
economic growth, with influence 
that is comparable to the San 
Francisco Bay Area, Greater New 
York, or the Greater Tokyo Area

• The GBA comprises of 11 cities 
in the Pearl River Delta region 
located in southern China. At the 
end of 2020, the total population 
was over 86 million. With GDP of 
USD1.7TN, GBA’s economy is 
similar in size to Canada and 
South Korea 

GBA Land Area 56,098 sq. km



Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP)
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RCEP Countries

2.2 billion 
population

US$ 26 trillion 
GDP

US$ 5.2 trillion 
total exports 

• RCEP, the world's largest regional trade pact, was 
officially effect on January 1, 2022. Boosting goods 
and services trade with 15 member countries, which 
is projected to add USD186BN to the world economy

• RCEP will reduce tariffs and boost the regional supply 
chain, thereby strengthening the position of member 
countries in the global trade: 

i. ~90% of tariff on goods will eliminated

ii. ~65% of the service sectors will be fully open



Common Prosperity
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